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ABSTRACT 
A global “gradient projection” type error bound is given for monotone affine 
variational inequality problems. This new bound is based on a previously obtained 
global error bound for monotone linear complementarity problems and requires no 
assumptions on the monotone tine variational inequality other than solvability. The 
error bound can be used in conjunction with recent results of Tseng and Luo to 
establish global linear convergence of any regular splitting method for solvable 
symmetric monotone afflne variational inequality problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider here the monotone affine complementarity problem [l, 31 of 
finding an Z in X such that 
(x-Z)(E+q) 80 vxEX:={xlAx>b,x>O}, (1.1) 
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where M is an II X rt real positive semidefinite matrix (not necessarily 
symmetric) and A is an m X II real matrix. When X is the nonnegative 
orthant, the problem becomes the classical monotone linear complementarity 
problem (LCP) [2, 91. Our principal concern here is: Give_n an arbitrary point 
x in X, how far is it from the closed convex solution set X of (I .l), assuming 
that X is nonempty? Pang [lo, Lemma 21 was the first to obtain global bound 
on this distance in terms of the following “gradient projection” map for the 
strongly monotone linear complementarity problem 
+x)=x-((x-Mx-q)'. (1.2) 
where (e)’ denotes the orthogonal projection on X. Note that when M is 
symmetric, which need not be the case here, r(x) is precisely the gradient 
projection map for rninxE x(&xMx + 9x). S ‘ince the solution set X of (1.1) is 
the set of zeros of r (see Proposition 2.3 below), the quantity Ilr(x)ll can be 
thought of as a naturn residual. Unfortunately [8, Example 2.91, this natural 
residual fails to bound gZobaZZy the error for the monotone linear comple- 
mentarity problem. Recently, however, Luo and Tseng have established a 
constant multiple of 11 r(x)]] as a local error bound for the general affine 
variational inequality problem [5, Theorem 2.11, under a solvability assump- 
tion on (1.1). This local error bound also follows from a more general result 
due to Robinson 111, Proposition 11. More recently, Luo and Tseng estab- 
lished the same quantity as a global error bound for the monotone affine 
variational inequality problem [6, Proposition I] under the following assump- 
tion: 
Mu = 0, Au > 0, u > 0 imply that A,u = 0, x) = 0, (1.3) 
where I, 1 are the index sets of active constraints on the solution set 1, that 
is, A, x = b,, xl = 0 for all x in x. However, the condition (1.3) is unknown 
a priori, and also restricts the validity of the error bound to problems 
satisfying this condition. Our purpose here is to give a bound in terms of r( x 1 
that involves no such restrictions. This however comes at the apparently 
inevitable expense of slightly more complicated expressions such as (3.0, 
(3.8) and (3.12) below. Thus it seems that in globalizing the error bound 
involving Ilr(x)ll one must either impose restrictions on the monotone affine 
linear complementarity problem as was done in 161, or use slightly more 
involved expressions. The global b ounds of both approaches, however, when 
specialized to local bounds, do not reproduce the known simple local bound 
[S, Theorem 2.11 without the additional assumption (1.3) of [6, Proposition 11, 
and in our case without a boundedness assumption on X. It would therefore 
be interesting to obtain a global error bound involving Ilr(x)ll which reduces 
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to the simple local bound of [5, Theorem 2.11, without any additional 
assumptions other than solvability. 
Our principal tool in deriving our bounds here is the error bound we 
obtained previously [8, Theorem 2.71 for the monotone linear complementar- 
ity problem. In Section 2 of this paper we give a simplified version of this 
error bound, and in Section 3 we derive our error bounds for (1.11, both for a 
possibly degenerate problem (Theorem 3.1) and a nondegenerate problem 
(Theorem 3.2). We then simplify our global error bound (3.1) for the possibly 
degenerate case by removing the term ]]r(xI]]“2. We do this by combining 
(3.1) with the local error bound of Luo and Tseng [5, Theorem 2.11 and thus 
obtaining the simple residual (3.12) (Theorem 3.3). This simplified bound can 
be used in conjunction with results of Luo and Tseng [5] to establish globd 
linear convergence of iterates of any regular splitting method for nondegener- 
ate monotone affine variational inequality problems (Theorem 3.4). Section 4 
contains some concluding remarks. 
A word about our notation. For a vector x in the n-dimensional space R”, 
x + will denote the orthogonal projection on the nonnegative orthant R r; , 
that is (x+ji:= max{ xi, O}, i = 1, . . . , n; whereas xf will denote the orthogo- 
nal projection on the set X:= {xl Ax > b, x > O), where A is a given m X n 
real matrix. The norm I]. II will denote the Euclidean norm, or 2-norm, 
(xx)‘12, while other norms will be appropriately subscripted. The transpose 
of a matrix M will be denoted by M’. For an 7n X n real matrix A, Ai will 
denote the ith row, while A, will denote the set of rows Ai for i E J c 
{i, . . , m). Similar notation bi and bJ is used for a vector b in R”‘. The 
identity matrix of arbitrary dimension will be denoted bv I. 
2. PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND: SIMPLIFICATION OF 
MONOTONE LCP ERROR BOUND 
We begin by giving a simplification of the error bound of [8, Theorem 2.71 
for the monotone linear complementary problem 
Nz + p z 0, .z 2 0, z( Nz + p) = 0, (2.1) 
where N is a k X k real positive semidefinite matrix, not necessarily symmet- 
ric. We shall assume that its solution set Z is nonempty. By slight modifica- 
tion of the proofs of Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 2.7 of [8] and making use of 
Theorem 2.6 of [7], we obtain the following simplified error bounds in terms 
of another “natural’ residual s(z) [see (2.4) below]. 
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THEOREM 2.1 (Error bound fbr monotone linear complementarity prob 
lems). Let N he positive semidefinite, let the solution set 2 of (2.1) contain 
= and let -’ > 
ti:= f( N + N’) and d:= 2& + p. (2.2) 
For any point z in Rk there exists a Z(z) in 2 such that [8, Theorem 2.71 
l/z-Z(z)11 <o(N,p)[s(z) +s($‘~], 




a( N, p):= k”%( N, P)~‘~T( N, p) 
with 
v( N, p):= minlll, Z, NZ + p/l, 
IEZ 
T( N, p):= SUP 
(u,u, 5.2) 
lb, u, 5, zll 
IIN’u + u - d[ + ti”‘zll, = 1: 
columns of (N’, 1, d, I?1’2) 
corresponding to nonzero 
elementsof (u, v, 2, 6) 





Zf the LCP (2.1) h as some nondegenerate solution z^, that is z^ + Nz^ + p > 0, 
then the bound (2.3) simplifies to [7, Theorem 2.61 
112 - +)I( G a(N, p)s(+ (2.8) 
with the term v(N, p) deleted ,from (2.5), and the terms I\j’/2.z and Z’?l/’ 
deleted from (2.7). 
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It was noted in [8, Example 2.91 that the square root term in the bound 
(2.3) is essential and cannot be dispensed with even locally. 
In order to apply the above bounds to the monotone affine variational 
inequality problem (1.1) we state an equivalent characterization of (1.1) as a 
linear complementarity problem in R”+” as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. A point Z in R” solves the afine variational inequality 
(1.1) ifand only f- i x an d some U in R” solve the following linear complemen- 
tarity problem: 
w= (y -f)(i)+ (_;)a 
(X u)aO, (31 u)w=O. (2.9) 
Proof. An X is a solution of (1.1) if and only if X E arg min, E x x( M 
+ 4). This is so if and only if !i and some U satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions (2.9) for the linear program min, e x x( M? + 9). ??
The LCP (2.9) can also be interpreted as the following gradient projection 
optimahty condition for (1.1). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. A point Z is a solution of (1.1) ifand only ifr<x> = 0, 
where r(x) is dejned by (1.2). 
Proof. The LCP (2.9) constitutes the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
for 2 = argminz,xi [Ix - (X - M? - s)112, which is equivalent to r(X) = 0. 
??
With the above preliminaries, we are ready to derive our error bounds for 
the monotone affine variational inequality (1.1). 
3. ERROR BOUNDS FOR THE MONOTONE AFFINE VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITY 
We first derive the global error bounds (3.1) and (3.8) below, for (1.1) by 
using the error bounds (2.3) and (2.8) on the equivalent LCP formulation 
(2.9) of the monotone variational inequality (1.1). We then simplify our error 
bound (3.1) to (3.12) for the possibly degenerate case, by making use of Luo 
and Tseng’s local error bound [5, Theorem 2.11. 
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THEOREM 3.1 (Global error bound for monotone affine variational irr- 
equality). Let M be positive semidefinite and let (1.1) be solvable. For each 
x E X there exists an X(x) E X such that 
where 
y(x):= (x - Mx -q)+, f-(x):=x -y(x) (3.2) 
T(M, A,q,b):= 1 + c~(N,p) ma.x{llI - M/I, III - Mll”“}, (3.3) 
and cr is defined in (2.5) with 
N= (y -t’), p= (_z), k=n+m. (3.4) 
Proof. Let x E X, and let y:= y(x):= (x - Mx - q)‘, that is y is the 
orthogonal projection of x - Mx - q on X. Then 
y = argrj; ill z - (x - Mx - q> l12. 
Hence y and some u E R’” satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
s:=y-x+Mx+q-Al‘u>O,ys=O,y>O, 
(3.5) 
Ay-b>O, u( Ay - b) = 0, u 3 0. 
Consequently 
My-ATu+9=s+(I-M)(x-y), 
y(My - ATu + q) = y(Z - M)(x - y), y a 0, 
Ay - b > 0, u( Ay - b) = 0, u > 0. 
(3.6) 
The right-hand sides of the expressions in (3.6) can be considered as residuals 
generated by the point ( y, u) when substituted into the LCP (2.9). Hence the 
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residual s(z) of (2.41, with N and p as defined in (3.4) and z = Ci ), can be 
used to bound the error in ( 1 ,” 
in solving (2.9), and thus the error in y in 
solving (1.1). By using the error bound (2.3) with z = ( 1 i , we have that for 
any given x E X and the corresponding ( ) i satisfying (3.5)--(3.61, there exist 
(:(r),+)) h t at solve the LCP (2.9) [whence Z(x) solves the affine 
variational inequality (1. l)] and such that 
Q W4J)[ll(-s - (z-w(x--Y)~ ywwx-Y))+ll 
+I[ *** l11’2] 
Q c+(N, d[ll(-(I- wx - YL YU - W(x - Y))+II 
+[I 0.. 1p] 
(by 2-norm monotonicity and s > 0) 
< a( N, p)([(l + llyll)llZ - MII Ilx - yll] + [ -*]1’2] 
(by 2-norm monotonicity) 
Q (r( M, A, 4, b) - I)(1 + llyll)(llx - yll + Ilx - ~11~‘~) 
[by definition (3.3)] 
G (r(MAW - I)(1 +Ily(x)ll)(ll+)]I +]]r(r)l11’2) 
[by definition (3.2)] 
Since 11x - X(x)11 < Ilr(r)ll + I/y - all, the desired bound (3.1) follows 
from the inequality between the first and last terms in the string of inequali- 
ties above. H 
If the monotone affine variational inequality (1.1) is nondegenerate in the 
sense that the corresponding LCP (2.9) has some nondegenerate solution, 
then by using the corresponding error bound (2.8) of Theorem 2.1, the error 
bound (3.1) above simplifies as follows. 
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THEOREM 3.2 (Error bound for nondegenerate monotone affine varia- 
tional inequality). Let M be positive semidefinite, and let (1.1) be solvable 
with ? a non&generate .solution of (l.l), that is. ; and a corresponding ;i 
solve (2.9) so that 
ii? + Mi? - A’& + y > 0, 2;+A2-b>O. (3.7) 
For each x E X there exists X(x) E x such that 
/Ix - +)I1 < T(M, A, YJW +II~Wll)ll+)ll~ (3.8) 
where r(x) and y(x) are defined in (3.2), T(M, A, q, b) is defined in 
(3.3)-(3.4) with 111 - M111’2 deleted, and the u(N, p) appearing in (3.3) is 
deBned by (2.5) with the term v(N, p) ‘I2 
@1/2z and ??‘I2 deleted from (2.7). 
deleted from it and the terms 
It turns out that the simpler residual [l + 11 y(x)ll]llr(x)ll of (3.8) can also 
be used to give an error bound for the possibly degenerate monotone affine 
variational inequality problem also, provided we are willing to modify the 
constant T(M, A, y, b) employed in (3.8). This can be achieved (as pointed 
out to me by my student Jun Ren) by combining the global error bound given 
by (3.1) with the local error bound of Tuo and Tseng [5, Theorem 2.11, which 
is the following for the solvable monotone affine variational inequality prob- 
lem (1.1): There exist 8 > 0 and S > 0 such that for each x E X there exists 
an T(x) E X such that 
)1x -Fi(x)II < Sllr(x)II Vx EX:IIr(x)ll Q E. (3.9) 
Hence applyin our bound (3.1) to x E X such that Ilr( x)ll > E, or equiva- 
lently llr(xIl” < e-“211r(x)11, we obtain 
11x - if(x)II < (1 + &-“2 )r(M, A,y,b)(I +II~(x)ll)llr(x)ll 
Vx E X: IIr(x)II > 6 (3.10) 
The error bounds (3.9) and (3.10) can be combined by defining 
a:= max{S, (1 + E-“~)Q-( M, A, 4, b)} (3.11) 
to give the following simplified global bound for (1.1). 
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THEOREM 3.3 (Simplified global error bound for monotone affine varia- 
tional inequality). Let M be positive semidefinite and let (1.1) be solvable. 
There exists an a > 0 such that for each x E X there exists an F( x) E 2 such 
that 
IIx - +3II G 4 +Il y(4ll)ll~(4 (3.12) 
As an interesting application of our error bound (3.12) we can establish a 
global linear convergence rate for the symmetric monotone affine variational 
inequality problem (1.1). We first note that by Luo and Tseng’s Theorem 3.1 
[5], the sequence {xi] generated by a regular splitting (B, C) of M-that is, 
M = B + C, with B - C positive definite, x0 E X, and 
x i+l = (xi+’ - @xi+’ + Cx’ +9))+, i = O,l,... (3.13) 
-is convergent to a solution of (l.l), with a linear root rate of convergence 
for i > i for some 2. Hence the corresponding sequence ( y( x ‘)}, y( x ‘):= (xi 
- Mx’ - 9)+, is bounded in norm, say by 7. Consequently, our error bound 
(3.12) becomes the following for the sequence {xi): 
(3.14) 
Combining this “global” error bound with analysis similar to that of Luo and 
Tseng [9, Theorem 3.11, which uses a local error bound to obtain a “local” 
linear rate, we obtain the following global linear convergence rate result. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Global linear convergence of regular splitting methods). 
Let M be symmetric positive semidefinite arad let (1.1) be solvable. The 
regular splitting algorithm (3.13) iterates {xi} converge globally linearly to a 
solution of (1.1). 
By “global linear convergence” we mean that the root linear convergence 
rate holds for all iterates of the algorithm rather than from some iterate 
onward. Such a global convergence rate can also be obtained [4], but with a 
different constant, directly from a local linear convergence rate [5]. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have obtained global error bounds for the monotone variational 
inequality problem (Ll), the simplest form of which is given by (3.12). For 
bounded x or y(x), the error bound (3.12) behaves like the local Luo-Tseng 
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bound [S, Theorem 2.11. Essentially, this fact used in Theorem 3.4 to obtain a 
global linear convergence rate result for a regular splitting method for the 
symmetric monotone affine linear complementarity problem (I .l). It would 
be interesting to obtain global error bounds that reduce locally to the local 
error bound of [S], that is, (3.12) with I] y(x)]] replaced by a quantity which is 
bounded locally. However, we note that the term ]I y( x)1] is needed in the 
global error bound (3.12) in order to apply to Example 2.10 of [8], namely 
M=[Y -;I. q= [ _a], x=R:, x= ((;)]. 
x(t) = 4 > 
[I 
t -+ 30, 
for which a multiple of the natural residual ]]r(x)]] fails to be an error bound. 
We also remark that by a slight change in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
above, we can obtain the following alternative bound to (3.8) for the 
nondegenerate case 
for some constant /3( M, A, q, b) and residual t(r) defined by 
+%=b-(x)11 + (ytx)tl -Mb-(x))+, (3.2a) 
where r(x) and y(x) are defined in (3.2). The significance of this bound is 
that, when it is applied to the nondegenerate monotone linear complementar- 
ity problem, we have from (3.6), by deleting A and u, that 
Y(W - M)rtx) = ytx)[Myb) + 91. (4.1) 
Thus t(x) of (3.2a) becomes the following modified residual for a nondegen- 
erate monotone linear complementarity problem: 
t(x):=]]r(x)]] + (~(r)[My(r) + 91)+. (3.2b) 
This residual is the sum of a gradient projection condition and a complemen- 
tarity condition, both of which are zero at a solution point. We have also 
gotten rid of the factor 1 + II y(x)11 multiplying the residual in (3.8). 
We note finally that all bounds given in this paper involving the factor 
1 + II y(x)ll, such as (3.11, (3.81, and (3.12), can be replaced, by virtue of the 
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definition (3.2) of y(x), by another upper bound as follows: 




v( M, q):= ma{1 + Ilqli, III - Mll) (4.2) 
I am indebted to Dr. Z.-Q. Luo for this observation 
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